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Abstrat
We prove that the otangent of a double Lie groupoid S has itself a double groupoid
struture with sides the duals of assoiated Lie algebroids, and double base the dual of
the Lie algebroid of the ore of S. Using this, we prove a result outlined by Weinstein
in 1988, that the side groupoids of a general sympleti double groupoid are Poisson
groupoids in duality. Further, we prove that any double Lie groupoid gives rise to a pair
of Poisson groupoids (and thus of Lie bialgebroids) in duality. To handle the strutures
involved eetively we extend to this ontext the dualities and anonial isomorphisms
for tangent and otangent strutures of the author and Ping Xu.
∗
1991 Mathematis Subjet Classiation. Primary 58H05. Seondary 17B66, 18D05, 22A22, 58F05.
1
In introduing the onept of Poisson groupoid, A. Weinstein [16, 4.5℄ dened two Poisson
groupoids on the same base manifold to be dual if the Lie algebroid dual of eah is isomorphi
to the Lie algebroid of the other, and desribed a programme for showing that, at least loally,
Poisson groupoids in duality arise as the sides of a sympleti double groupoid. In [8℄ J.H.
Lu and Weinstein arried out this programme globally for Poisson groups, onstruting for
a Poisson Lie group G a sympleti double groupoid whose sides are G and the dual group
G∗. One purpose of the present paper is to explain for the rst time the general proess,
underlying [16, 4.5℄ and [8℄, by whih a sympleti double groupoid gives rise to a pair of
Poisson groupoids in duality.
One would expet suh properties of sympleti double groupoids to emerge as a speial
ase of the Lie theory for double groupoids proposed by the author. In fat, whereas the
onstrution of the double Lie algebroid of a double Lie groupoid requires two steps [9℄, [10℄,
only the rst is needed in order to understand the duality assoiated with a sympleti double
groupoid. The key is the struture of the otangent of a double Lie groupoid.
The fundamental example of an ordinary sympleti groupoid is the otangent groupoid
T ∗G−→− g∗ of a Lie group and, more generally, the otangent groupoid T ∗G−→− A∗G of any
Lie groupoid G−→− M [3℄. At the same time this groupoid, as a Lie groupoid, provides a simple
haraterization of ompatible Poisson strutures on G: a Poisson struture π#:T ∗G → TG
makes G a Poisson groupoid if and only if π# is a morphism from T ∗G−→− A∗G to TG−→− TM
[1℄, [12, 8.1℄.
In 1 of the present paper we dene a orresponding double struture on the otangent
of any double Lie groupoid (S;H,V ;M). Here the side strutures are A∗V S and A
∗
HS, the
duals of the Lie algebroids of the two groupoid strutures on S. Using the duality theory for
double strutures of J. Pradines [14℄, and the notion of ore for double groupoids introdued
by R. Brown and the author [2℄, eah of these is itself a groupoid over A∗C, where C is the
ore of S.
This result has two immediate onsequenes in 2. It allows us to handle sympleti
double groupoids S, and more generally Poisson double groupoids, in terms of the struture
on T ∗S: we prove (2.9) by diagrammati methods that the side groupoids of a sympleti
double groupoid are Poisson groupoids in duality and that the ore of the double groupoid
provides a sympleti realization of the double base. Seondly, for any double Lie groupoid S
we an take T ∗S itself as a sympleti double groupoid and it follows that the Lie algebroid
duals A∗V S and A
∗
HS are themselves Poisson groupoids in duality (2.12). We will show in [11℄
that this result is of ruial importane in understanding general double Lie algebroids.
In 3 we are ultimately onerned to extend the known duality between Lie algebroids
and Poisson vetor bundles [4℄ to LA-groupoids and what we all PVB-groupoids. This
unexpetedly diult result (3.14) is needed in 2.4. To work with a Poisson struture on
a VB-groupoid requires the otangent of the VB-groupoid and this has a triple struture
whih is not straightforward. To handle this we extend to general VB-groupoids the dualities
and anonial isomorphisms assoiated with the tangent and otangent strutures of a Lie
groupoid whih were introdued by the author and Ping Xu in [12℄ and [13℄. In the proess
we obtain (3.9) a onrete desription of the duality between the two bialgebroids of a double
Lie groupoid; this will be important in [11℄.
An early version of the material of this paper was presented at the Groupoidfest at Berkeley
in 1997. I am grateful to Alan Weinstein and Ping Xu for omments there, and to Johannes
Huebshmann for onversations at the Deember 1997 Workshop at Warwik.
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1 THE COTANGENT DOUBLE GROUPOID
We begin by realling the notion of dual for VB-groupoids due to Pradines [14℄. A VB-groupoid
(Ω;G,A;M) (see also [9, 4℄) is a double Lie groupoid in whih two opposite strutures are
vetor bundles;
q˜
Ω −−−−−−−−→ G
α˜, β˜
y
y
y
y α, β
A −−−−−−−−→ M,
q
(1)
that is, Ω is a vetor bundle over G, whih is a Lie groupoid over M , and Ω is also a Lie
groupoid over A, whih is a vetor bundle over M , subjet to the ondition that the struture
maps of the groupoid struture (soure, target, identity, multipliation, inversion) are vetor
bundle morphisms, and the double soure map (q˜, α˜): Ω→ G×
M
A is a surjetive submersion.
The ore K = {ξ ∈ Ω | α˜(ξ) = 0m, q˜(ξ) = 1m, ∃m ∈ M} of Ω is then a vetor bundle
over M under the restrition of the vetor bundle operations on Ω. (Here one an also regard
Ω as an LA-groupoid, as in [9, 5℄, in whih both Lie algebroid strutures are zero.)
Let Ω∗ be the dual of Ω as a vetor bundle over G. Dene a groupoid struture on Ω∗
with base K∗ as follows. Take Φ ∈ Ω∗g where g ∈ G
n
m. Then the soure and target of Φ in
K∗m and K
∗
n respetively are
〈α˜∗(Φ), k〉 = 〈Φ,−0˜gk
−1〉, k ∈ Km, 〈β˜∗(Φ), k〉 = 〈Φ, k0˜g〉, k ∈ Kn. (2)
For the omposition, take Ψ ∈ Ω∗h with α˜∗(Ψ) = β˜∗(Φ). Any element of Ωhg an be written as
a produt ηξ where η ∈ Ωh and ξ ∈ Ωg. Now the ompatibility ondition on Ψ and Φ ensures
that
〈ΨΦ, ηξ〉 = 〈Ψ, η〉+ 〈Φ, ξ〉 (3)
is well dened. The identity element of Ω∗ at θ ∈ K∗m is 1˜θ ∈ Ω
∗
1m dened by
〈1˜θ, 1˜X + k〉 = 〈θ, k〉, (4)
where any element of Ω1m an be written as 1˜X + k for some X ∈ Am and k ∈ Km.
It is straightforward to hek that (Ω∗;G,K∗;M) is a VB-groupoid, the dual VB-groupoid
to Ω. The ore of Ω∗ is the vetor bundle A∗ → M , with the ore element orresponding to
ϕ ∈ A∗m being ϕ ∈ Ω
∗
1m dened by
〈ϕ, 1˜X + k〉 = 〈ϕ,X + ∂A(k)〉 (5)
for X ∈ Am, k ∈ Km. Here ∂A:K → A is the restrition of β˜: Ω → A; it is a vetor bundle
morphism over M (see [9, 5℄).
Note that the dual of Ω∗ identies anonially with Ω as a VB-groupoid, the signs in (2)
anelling. The ∂ map A∗ → K∗ for Ω∗ is ∂∗A.
Now onsider a morphism of VB-groupoids whih preserves the lower groupoids:
(F ; idG, f ; idM ): (Ω;G,A,M) → (Ω
′;G,A′;M)
and denote the ore morphism K → K ′ by fK . The proof of the following result is simple.
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Proposition 1.1 The dual morphism F ∗: Ω′∗ → Ω∗ is a morphism of the dual VB-groupoids,
with base map f∗K :K
′∗ → K∗ and ore morphism f∗:A′∗ → A∗.
The two basi examples are the tangent and the otangent VB-groupoids of a Lie group-
oid. For any Lie groupoid G−→− M , the tangent groupoid has a VB-groupoid struture
(TG;G,TM ;M) with ore AG→M . The map ∂:AG→ TM is the anhor a of AG.
Taking the dual gives the otangent groupoid (T ∗G;G,A∗G;M) of [3℄ or [14℄. Here the
soure and target maps are given for Φ ∈ T ∗gG by
α˜(Φ)(X) = Φ(T (Lg)(X − T (1)(a(X))), β˜(Φ)(Y ) = Φ(T (Rg)(Y )), (6)
where X ∈ AαgG, Y ∈ AβgG; thus α˜(Φ) ∈ A
∗
αgG and β˜(Φ) ∈ A
∗
βgG. Here Lg and Rg are the
left and right translations in G. If Ψ ∈ T ∗hG and α˜(Ψ) = β˜(Φ) then αh = βg and we dene
ΨΦ ∈ T ∗hgG by
(ΨΦ)(Y •X) = Ψ(Y ) + Φ(X), Y ∈ ThG, X ∈ TgG. (7)
If ϕ ∈ A∗mG, then the identity element over ϕ is 1˜ϕ ∈ T
∗
1mG dened by 1˜ϕ(T (1)(x) +X) =
ϕ(X) for X ∈ AmG, x ∈ Tm(M). The ore is T
∗M , where ω ∈ T ∗m(M) denes the ore
element ω ∈ T ∗1mG given by ω(T (1)(x) + X) = ω(x + a(X)) for x ∈ Tm(M), X ∈ AmG.
Lastly, the map ∂:T ∗M → A∗G is a∗. This is preisely the otangent struture as used in
[12, 7℄.
Example 1.2 If now G−→− M is a Poisson groupoid, the Poisson tensor π
#
G :T
∗G → TG is
a morphism of VB-groupoids with respet to the base maps idG and a∗:A
∗G→ TM (see [1℄
or [12, 8.1℄). It now follows from 1.1 and from the skewsymmetry of π
#
G , that the ore map
of π
#
G is −a
∗
∗.
We turn now to the double otangent groupoid. Consider a double Lie groupoid (S;H,V ;M)
as dened in [9, 2℄. Thus S has two Lie groupoid strutures, a horizontal struture with base
V , and a vertial struture with base H, where both V and H are Lie groupoids on base M ,
suh that the struture maps of eah groupoid struture on S are morphisms with respet to
the other. We display (S;H,V ;M) and a typial element as in Figure 1. It is further assumed
that the double soure map (α˜V , α˜H):S → H ×
M
V is a surjetive submersion.
α˜H , β˜H
S −−−−−−−−−−−→−−−−−−−−−−− V
α˜V , β˜V
y
y
y
y αV , βV
H −−−−−−−−−−−→−−−−−−−−−−− M
αH , βH
β˜V (s)
β˜H(s) α˜H(s)
α˜V (s)
s
Figure 1:
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The ore C of S is the manifold of elements c ∈ S with α˜H(c) = 1˜
V
m, α˜V (c) = 1˜
H
m for some
m ∈ M . The ore has a groupoid struture over M with soure αC(c) = αV (α˜H(c)), target
βC(c) = βV (β˜H(c)), and omposition
c′ տ c = (c′ 1˜Vh2) c = (c
′ 1˜Hv2) c
where v2 = β˜H(c), h2 = β˜V (c). The identity of C at m ∈ M is 1
C
m = 1
2
m and the inverse of
c ∈ C is
c−1(C) = c−1(H) 1˜Hv−1 = c
−1(V ) 1˜Vh−1 , (8)
where v = β˜H(c) and h = β˜V (c). With this struture the maps ∂H :C → H, c 7→ β˜V (c) and
∂V :C → V, c 7→ β˜H(c) are morphisms over M . See [2, 2℄ or [9, 2, p.197℄.
Applying the Lie funtor to the vertial struture S−→− H yields a Lie algebroid AV S →
H; beause the Lie funtor preserves pullbaks, the horizontal groupoid S−→− V prolongs
to a groupoid struture AV S −→− AV . These two strutures, shown in Figure 2(a), together
onstitute what we alled in [9, 4℄ an LA-groupoid. Similarly we an take the horizontal
Lie algebroid AHS → V ; it is a groupoid over AH as in Figure 2(b). An LA-groupoid is a
A(α˜H), A(β˜H)
AV S −−−−−−−−−−−→−−−−−−−−−−− AV
q˜V
y
y
H −−−−−−−−−−−→−−−−−−−−−−− M
αH , βH
TH
T (αH ),T (βH)
−−−−−−−−−−−→−−−−−−−−−−− TM
❅❅❘a˜V ❅❅❘
  ✠   ✠
(a)
q˜H
AHS −−−−−−−−−−−→ V
y
y
y
y
AH −−−−−−−−−−−→ M
y
y
❍❍❍❍❥
a˜H
❍❍❍❍❥aH
✟✟
✟✟✯
TV
✟✟
✟✟✯
TM
(b)
Figure 2:
VB-groupoid as in (1) in whih both Ω → G and A → M have Lie algebroid strutures and
eah of the groupoid struture maps is a Lie algebroid morphism. Eah k ∈ ΓK indues a
setion k ∈ ΓGΩ where k(g) = k(βg)0˜g ; dene a braket on ΓK by [k, ℓ] = [k, ℓ]. Then K is
a Lie algebroid on M with anhor aK = a ◦ ∂A, and both ∂A and the restrition ∂AG of the
anhor a˜: Ω→ TG to K → AG, are Lie algebroid morphisms. In partiular aK = aAG ◦ ∂AG
also. See [9, 5℄.
We quote the following result from [10, 1.6℄.
Theorem 1.3 Let (S;H,V ;M) be a double Lie groupoid with ore groupoid C. Then AC, the
Lie algebroid of C, is anonially isomorphi to both the ore Lie algebroid of the LA-groupoid
AV S and the ore Lie algebroid of the LA-groupoid AHS.
The two groupoid strutures on S give rise to two otangent groupoid strutures on T ∗S,
one over A∗HS and one over A
∗
V S. In turn, sine both AHS and AV S are VB-groupoids with
ore AC, the duals A∗HS and A
∗
V S both have groupoid strutures on base A
∗C.
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Theorem 1.4 With the strutures just desribed, T ∗S is a double Lie groupoid
α˜∗H , β˜∗H
T ∗S −−−−−−−−−−−→−−−−−−−−−−− A∗HS
α˜∗V , β˜∗V
y
y
y
y α∗V , β∗V
A∗V S −−−−−−−−−−−→−−−−−−−−−−− A
∗C
α∗H , β∗H
(9)
We omit the proof of this, in favour of the proof of the following theorem. The proof of 1.4
is a long but straightforward veriation, using the groupoid strutures dened in (2)(4)
on the side groupoids and, on T ∗S, the otangent groupoid strutures (6).
The following theorem is somewhat surprising, in that the otangent behaves as if it were
ovariant.
Theorem 1.5 The ore groupoid of (9) is naturally isomorphi with the otangent groupoid
T ∗C−→− A∗C of the ore of S.
Proof. Dene a map E:TCS → TC whih sends eah vetor tangent to S at a point of the
ore, to a vetor at the same point tangent to the ore itself. Take c ∈ C with v = ∂V (c), h =
∂H(c), where v ∈ Vm, h ∈ Hm. Represent an element ξ ∈ TcS as
w W x
Z X
z Y y
ξ
where X = T (α˜H)(ξ) ∈ T1VmV, x = T (βV )(X) = T (αH)(W ) ∈ TmM , et etera, and dene
E(ξ) = ξ − T (LVc )T (1˜
H)(X − T (1V )(x))− T (LHc )T (1˜
V )(Y − T (1H)(z)), (10)
where LVc and L
H
c denote left translation in the two groupoid strutures on S.
Take σ ∈ T ∗c C and dene Σ ∈ T
∗
c S by Σ(ξ) = σ(E(ξ)), ξ ∈ TcS. We must show that Σ
is a ore element. Denote α˜∗V (Σ) ∈ A
∗
V S|1Hm by ρ, and α∗H(ρ) ∈ A
∗
mC by θ. Then for all
k ∈ AmC,
〈θ, k〉 = −ρ(T (ι˜H)(k)) = Σ(T (L
V
c )T (ι˜V )T (ι˜H)(k))
where ι˜H and ι˜V are the two inversions in S.
We rst prove that ρ = 1∗Vθ . Take any ξ = A(1˜
H)(X)+k ∈ AV S|1Hm where X ∈ AmV, k ∈
AmC. Then 1
∗V
θ (ξ) = 〈θ, k〉 and ρ(ξ) = −Σ(T (L
V
c )T (ι˜V )(ξ)). Now although it is natural to
onsider k as an element of AV S in this ontext, it may also be regarded as an element of
AHS and we then get
T (ι˜H)(k) = T (1˜
H)(Z)− k
where Z = ∂AV (k). Next, applying E to T (L
V
c )T (ι˜V )T (1˜
H)(Z), or equally with X in plae
of Z, gives 0 ∈ TcC, where we use ι˜V ◦ 1˜
H = 1˜H ◦ ιV . Putting these together, the equation
for ρ follows.
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We must also prove that θ ∈ A∗mC is the soure of σ with respet to T
∗C −→− A∗C. For
k ∈ AmC the above shows that
〈θ, k〉 = −Σ(T (LVc )T (ι˜V )(k)).
Calulating E of the argument on the right hand side, we obtain
T (LVc )T (ι˜V )(k) + T (L
H
c )T (1˜
V )(T (1H)(aHW )−W ), (11)
where W = ∂AH(k). Write k =
d
dt
ct
∣∣
0
where the urve ct in C is of the form
ht
vt 1
V
m
1Hm
ct
Then the rst term in (11) is
d
dt
c c
−1(V )
t
∣∣∣
0
and the seond is
d
dt
c 1˜V
h−1
t
∣∣∣
0
. The sum is therefore
the derivative of the produt shown in Figure 3, and in terms of the multipliation
տ
and
c 1˜V
h−1
t
c
−1(V )
t 1˜
V
h−1
t
Figure 3:
the inversion c 7→ c−1(C) in C −→− M , this produt is cտ c
−1(C)
t (see (8)). The derivative is
therefore T (LCc )T (ιC)(k) and so we have 〈θ, k〉 = 〈α∗C(σ), k〉.
The proof that α˜∗H(Σ) = 1
∗H
θ now follows in the same way. One likewise heks that
β∗C(σ) = β∗H(β˜∗V (Σ)) and that the multipliations orrespond.
This proves that σ 7→ Σ is an isomorphism into the ore of T ∗S. We leave the reader to
hek that the image is the whole of T ∗C.
In point of fat, T ∗S is a triple struture, eah of its four spaes being also a vetor
bundle over the orresponding spae of (S;H,V ;M), and all the groupoid struture maps
being vetor bundle morphisms. We will return to this in 2.
2 SYMPLECTIC DOUBLE GROUPOIDS AND POISSONDOU-
BLE GROUPOIDS
As with ordinary groupoids, it is atually easier to study sympleti strutures by speializing
from the Poisson ase. In what follows we will repeatedly use the following simple result.
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Proposition 2.1 (i). Let (ϕ;ϕH , ϕV ;ϕM ): (S;H,V ;M) → (S
′;H ′, V ′;M ′) be a morphism
of double groupoids with ore morphism ϕC :C → C
′
. Then ∂′H ◦ ϕC = ϕH ◦ ∂H and
∂′V ◦ ϕC = ϕV ◦ ∂V .
(ii). Let (ϕ;ϕG, ϕA;ϕM ): (Ω;G,A;M) → (Ω
′;G′, A′;M ′) be a morphism of LA-groupoids
with ore Lie algebroid morphism ϕK :K → K
′
. Then ∂′AG ◦ ϕK = A(ϕG) ◦ ∂AG and
∂′A ◦ ϕK = ϕA ◦ ∂A.
Denition 2.2 A Poisson double groupoid is a double Lie groupoid (S;H,V;P ) together
with a Poisson struture on S with respet to whih both groupoid strutures on S are Poisson
groupoids.
For the theory of ordinary Poisson groupoids, see [16℄, [12℄, [17℄, [13℄ and, for Lie bial-
gebroids, [7℄. For a Poisson groupoid G−→− P we take the Poisson struture on the base to
be π
#
P = a∗ ◦ a
∗ = −a ◦ a∗∗. This onvention (used in [7℄) is opposite to that used in [12℄,
but is neessary in order that the two ∂ maps a∗:T ∗P → A∗G and −a∗∗:T
∗P → AG of the
otangent LA-groupoid be Lie algebroid morphisms: see 1.2.
The two Poisson groupoid strutures on S indue maps a˜∗H:A
∗
V S → TH and a˜∗V :A
∗
HS →
TV, the anhors for the Lie algebroid strutures on the duals of AV S → H and AHS → V,
with respet to whih π
#
S :T
∗S → TS is a morphism of eah of the two groupoid strutures on
T ∗S. From the following result it follows that π#S is atually a morphism of double groupoids
over a map a∗C :A
∗C → TP .
Lemma 2.3 Let (S;H,V ;M) and (S′;H ′, V ′;M ′) be double Lie groupoids and let ϕ:S →
S′, ϕH :H → H
′
and ϕV :V → V
′
be maps suh that (ϕ,ϕH ) and (ϕ,ϕV ) are morphisms of
the two ordinary groupoid strutures on S and S′. Then there is a unique map ϕM :M →M
′
suh that (ϕ;ϕH , ϕV ;ϕM ) is a morphism of double groupoids.
Proof. Take m ∈ M . The double identity 12m an be written both as 1˜
V
1Hm
and as 1˜H
1Vm
. Its
image under ϕ is therefore an identity for both top strutures on S′, and must therefore be a
double identity 12
ϕM (m)
. It also follows that ϕH , ϕV and ϕM ommute with the soure and
target projetions.
Now sine ϕ(1˜Vh ) = 1˜
V
ϕH (h)
for all h ∈ H and 1˜Vh1 1˜
V
h2
= 1˜Vh1h2 for all ompatible h1, h2 ∈
H, it follows that ϕH is a morphism over ϕM . Similarly for ϕV .
Returning to the Poisson double groupoid S, the bases H and V aquire Poisson strutures
whih we take to be π
#
H = a˜∗H ◦ a˜
∗
V and π
#
V = a˜∗V ◦ a˜
∗
H. We will prove below that H and V
are Poisson groupoids with respet to these strutures.
First note that the ore morphism T ∗C → TC of π#S denes a Poisson struture on C;
denote this by π
#
C . The ore morphism is a morphism of groupoids over a∗C :A
∗C → TP and
it follows that C −→− P is a Poisson groupoid. Give P the Poisson struture π
#
P = a∗C ◦ a
∗
C
indued from C.
Sine SV −→− H is a Poisson groupoid, its Lie algebroid dual A
∗
V S has a Lie algebroid
struture with anhor a˜∗H. Similarly A
∗C has a Lie algebroid struture with anhor a∗C . The
next result will be proved at the end of 3.
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Theorem 2.4 With respet to these strutures (A∗V S;H, A
∗C;P ) is an LA-groupoid.
We may therefore onsider both T ∗S and TS to be triple strutures as in Figure 4: to
be preise, they are double groupoid objets in the ategory of Lie algebroids. We all suh
T ∗S −−−→−−− A∗HS
y
y
y
y
A∗V S −−−→−−− A
∗C
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙✇
S −−−→−−− V
y
y
y
y
H −−−→−−− P
(a)
TS −−−→−−− TV
y
y
y
y
TH −−−→−−− TP
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙✇
S −−−→−−− V
y
y
y
y
H −−−→−−− P
(b)
Figure 4:
strutures LAdouble groupoids. The three double strutures whih involve T ∗S or TS we all
the upper faes or upper strutures, the other three being the lower faes or lower strutures.
That π
#
S respets all twelve ordinary strutures follows from the hypothesis and basi results
for ordinary Poisson groupoids.
In what follows we will use the following result repeatedly. The proof is straightforward.
Proposition 2.5 (i). The ore of eah upper fae in an LA-double groupoid is a Lie group-
oid or Lie algebroid over the ore of the opposite lower fae, and forms an LA-groupoid
with respet to the strutures of the bases of the two ores.
(ii). The restrition of a morphism of LA-double groupoids to the ore of an upper fae is a
morphism of LA-groupoids.
The map a˜∗H:A
∗
V S → TH is a morphism of the LA-groupoids whih form the bottom
faes in Figure 4, the other maps being a∗C :A
∗C → TP and idH. Its ore map A
∗V → AH is
therefore a morphism of Lie algebroids: denote it by DH.
By [9, 45℄, the anhor a˜V :AV S → TH is a morphism of LA-groupoids over aV :AV →
TP and idH, with ore morphism ∂AH:AC → AH. Its dual a˜
∗
V :T
∗H → A∗V S is therefore, by
1.1, a morphism over ∂∗AH:A
∗H → A∗C and idH, with ore map a
∗
V :T
∗P → A∗V. It follows
that π
#
H = a˜∗H ◦ a˜
∗
V is a morphism of groupoids over a∗C ◦ ∂
∗
AH:A
∗H → TP ; sine it is also a
morphism of Lie algebroids over H, it is a morphism of LA-groupoids, and the ore morphism
is DH ◦ a
∗
V :T
∗P → AH. This proves the rst part of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6 With the indued strutures, H−→− P is a Poisson groupoid with
a∗H = a∗C ◦ ∂
∗
AH = −aV ◦D
∗
H.
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The indued Poisson struture on P oinides with that indued by C.
For the last statement, reall (as part of 1.3, or see [9, 5, p.230℄) that aC = aH ◦ ∂AH.
Hene a∗C ◦ a
∗
C = a∗C ◦ ∂
∗
AH ◦ a
∗
H = a∗H ◦ a
∗
H. The seond equation for a∗H follows by noting
that the ore map for π
#
H is DH ◦ a
∗
V and the negative dual of this is equal to the base map,
by 1.2.
The same proess an be arried out with H and V interhanged. We now have two Lie
algebroid morphisms, DH:A
∗V → AH and DV :A
∗H → AV, dened as the ores of a˜∗H and
a˜∗V respetively.
Proposition 2.7 D∗V = −DH.
Proof. We an regard a˜∗V as the base map for the otangent LA-groupoids whih form the
top faes of Figure 4. From 1.2 it follows that the ore map for these faes is −a˜∗∗V :T
∗V →
AHS. In turn, as in 2.5, the ores of the top faes of Figure 4 are groupoids over the ores
of the bottom faes. The base map A∗V → AH for −a˜∗∗V is, by 1.1, the negative dual of the
ore map of a˜∗V ; that is, it is −D
∗
V .
By the ommutativity properties of the triple strutures, one an see that the base map
of the ore map of the top faes is the same as the ore map for the bottom faes. But the
ore map for the bottom faes is DH.
For any Lie algebroid A, let A denote the same vetor bundle with braket [X,Y ]− =
−[X,Y ] and anhor a = −a. If now B = (A,A∗) is a Lie bialgebroid, dene the ip of B to
be (A∗, A). The ip of B indues on the base the same Poisson struture as does B.
Proposition 2.7 an now be restated: DV :A
∗H → AV is a morphism of Lie bialgebroids
from (A∗H, AH) to (AV, A∗V).
We now speialize to sympleti double groupoids, as onsidered in [3℄, [16℄ and [8℄. We
take the signs in eah struture on S to be the same.
Denition 2.8 A sympleti double groupoid is a double Lie groupoid (S;H,V;P ) together
with a sympleti struture on S suh that both groupoid strutures on S are sympleti group-
oids.
Sine π
#
S :T
∗S → TS is an isomorphism of double groupoids, it follows that the base maps
a˜∗H:A
∗
V S → TH and a˜∗V :A
∗
HS → TV are LA-groupoid isomorphisms, and hene their ore
maps DH:A
∗V → AH and DV :A
∗H → AV are Lie algebroid isomorphisms. Further, the ore
map π
#
C :T
∗C → TC of π#S is an isomorphism, and so C −→− P is a sympleti groupoid. This
proves the following result.
Theorem 2.9 Let (S;H,V;P ) be a sympleti double groupoid with ore C −→− P . Then C is
a sympleti groupoid realizing P and DV :A
∗H → AV is an isomorphism of Lie bialgebroids
from (A∗H, AH) to (AV, A∗V).
Dene Lie bialgebroids (A,A∗) and (B,B∗) on the same base P to be dual if (A,A∗)
is isomorphi to (B∗, B), and dene Poisson groupoids G and G′ on the same base to be
dual if their Lie bialgebroids (AG,A∗G) and (AG′, A∗G′) are dual [16℄. Then 2.9 shows that
(AH, A∗H) and (AV, A∗V) are dual, and thus H−→− P and V −→− P are Poisson groupoids in
duality.
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Example 2.10 Let G−→− P be any Poisson groupoid and let S = G × G have the double
struture (S;G,P × P ;P ) of [16, 4.5℄ or [9, 2.3℄; thus S is a pair (Poisson) groupoid over G
and over P × P it is the Cartesian square of G.
Then AH = AG, AV = TP and DV = a∗, DH = −a
∗
∗. When G is sympleti, DH is the
isomorphism T ∗P → AG of [3℄, and (AG,A∗G) is dual to (TP, T ∗P ).
Returning to a general sympleti double groupoid, the negative dual of a˜∗H gives an
isomorphism of LA-groupoids from (T ∗H;A∗H,H;P ) to AV S, the side maps being DV and
idH. In partiular AV S −→− AV may be identied with the standard sympleti groupoid
T ∗H−→− A∗H, thus giving a sympleti realization of the linearized Poisson struture on AV.
Now A(−a˜∗∗H):AT
∗H → A2S is automatially an isomorphism of Lie algebroids over DV ,
and is easily heked to also be an isomorphism over AH, sine both vertial strutures are
prolongations. Referring briey to [10, 1.18℄, there is now an isomorphism
A(−a˜∗∗H) ◦ (j
′
H)
−1:T ∗AH → A2S
of double Lie algebroids. Here T ∗AH has the otangent Lie algebroid struture over AH
indued by the Poisson struture on AH, and over A∗H it has the struture transported from
the Lie algebroid of T ∗H−→− A∗H via j′H:AT
∗H → T ∗AH (see [12, 7℄). We have proved the
following.
Theorem 2.11 Let (S;H,V;P ) be a sympleti double groupoid. Then the double Lie alge-
broid A2S ∼= A2S is anonially isomorphi to (T
∗(AH);AH, A∗H;P ), and to
(T ∗(AV);A∗V, AV;P ), with the strutures indued from the Poisson groupoid strutures of H
and V.
Finally, for any double Lie groupoid S, onsider the sympleti double groupoid S = T ∗S
of 1.4. As a diret orollary of 2.9, we have the following result.
Theorem 2.12 Let (S;H,V ;M) be a double Lie groupoid. Then A∗V S−→− A
∗C and
A∗HS−→− A
∗C are Poisson groupoids in duality.
For the maps DV and DH in this ase, see 3.9.
Theorem 2.12 provides, at least in priniple, a wide lass of examples of dual pairs of
Poisson groupoids. Note that [2℄ gives a onstrution priniple for double groupoids S in
terms of H,V and C, subjet to onditions analogous to loal triviality.
It seems likely that, just as all Poisson manifolds whih are ompatible with a vetor
bundle struture are duals of Lie algebroids, so all dual pairs of Poisson groupoids whih are
suitably ompatible with an additional linear struture will arise by an abstrat version of
2.12. This will be investigated elsewhere.
3 DUALITY FOR LA-GROUPOIDS
We must now prove Theorem 2.4. This is an unexpetedly ompliated result, and we obtain
it as an instane of a general duality whih is learer and no more diult than 2.4. At the
same time this duality reveals a great deal about the internal struture of LA-groupoids and
their Lie algebroids, and this will be ruial to [11℄.
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We begin with an extension to the general ontext of LA-groupoids of the results of [12℄
and [13℄ regarding pairings and dualities for tangent and otangent bundles of vetor bundles.
In the ase of double vetor bundles, related results for duals have been given very reently by
Koniezna and Urba«ski [6℄; in partiular their Theorem 16 orresponds to our Theorem 3.1.
Consider a double vetor bundle
q˜H
E −−−−−−−−→ EV
q˜V
y
y qV
EH −−−−−−−−→ M,
qH
as in [9, 1.1℄, with ore qK :K → M . Thus E is a double Lie groupoid in whih all groupoid
strutures are atually vetor bundles. We an therefore apply the dualization proess of
Pradines as in 1 to either struture on E. Taking the dual of the vertial struture gives a
double vetor bundle
q˜
(∗)
V
E∗V −−−−−−−−→ K∗
q˜V ∗
y
y qK∗
EH −−−−−−−−→ M,
qH
(12)
with ore (EV )∗ →M . Here E∗V → EH is the usual dual of a vetor bundle. The unfamiliar
projetion q˜
(∗)
V :E
∗V → K∗, Φ 7→ κ is dened by
〈κ, k〉 = 〈Φ, 0˜VX +
H
k〉 (13)
where k ∈ Km, Φ: q˜
−1
V (X) → R and X ∈ E
H
m . The addition
+
H
in E∗V → K∗ is dened by
the appropriate form of (3), namely
〈Φ +
H
Φ′, ξ +
H
ξ′〉 = 〈Φ, ξ〉+ 〈Φ′, ξ′〉 (14)
and the zero above κ ∈ K∗m is 0˜
(∗V )
κ dened by
〈 0˜(∗V )κ , 0˜
H
x
+
V
k〉 = 〈κ, k〉
where x ∈ EVm, k ∈ Km. The salar multipliation is dened in a similar way. The ore element
ψ orresponding to ψ ∈ (EVm)
∗
is
〈ψ, 0˜Hx +
V
k〉 = 〈ψ, x〉.
We all (12) the vertial dual of E. There is also of ourse a horizontal dual
q˜H∗
E∗H −−−−−−−−→ EV
q˜
(∗)
H
y
y qV
K∗ −−−−−−−−→ M,
qK∗
(15)
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with ore (EH)∗ → M , dened by orresponding formulas. The following result is now
somewhat unexpeted.
Theorem 3.1 There is a natural (up to sign) duality between E∗V → K∗ and E∗H → K∗
given by
〈Φ,Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ, ξ〉 − 〈Φ, ξ〉 (16)
where Φ ∈ E∗V , Ψ ∈ E∗H have q˜
(∗)
V (Φ) = q˜
(∗)
H (Ψ) and ξ is any element of E with q˜V (ξ) =
q˜V ∗(Φ) and q˜H(ξ) = q˜H∗(Ψ).
The pairing on the LHS of (16) is over K∗, whereas the pairings on the RHS are over EH
and EV respetively.
Proof. Let Φ and Ψ have the forms (Φ;X,κ;m) and (Ψ;κ, x;m). Then ξ must have the
form (ξ;X,x;m). If η also has the form (η;X,x;m) then there is a k ∈ Km suh that
ξ = η +
V
(0˜VX +H k), and so
〈Φ, ξ〉 = 〈Φ, η〉 + 〈κ, k〉
by (13). By the interhange law [9, (2)℄ we also have ξ = η +
H
(0˜Hx +
V
k) and so
〈Ψ, ξ〉 = 〈Ψ, η〉+ 〈κ, k〉.
Thus (16) is well dened. To hek that it is bilinear is routine.
Suppose Φ, given as above, is suh that 〈Φ,Ψ〉 = 0 for all Ψ ∈ (q˜
(∗)
H )
−1(κ). Take any
ϕ ∈ (EHm )
∗
and onsider Ψ = 0˜
(∗H)
κ +
H
ϕ. Then, taking ξ = 0˜VX we nd 〈Φ, ξ〉 = 0 and
〈Ψ, ξ〉 = 〈ϕ,X〉. Thus 〈ϕ,X〉 = 0 for all ϕ ∈ (EHm )
∗
and so X = 0Hm. It follows [9, 1.2℄ that
Φ = 0˜(∗V )κ +
V
ψ
for some ψ ∈ (EVm)
∗
. Now taking any k ∈ Km and dening ξ = 0˜
H
x
+
V
k, we nd that
〈Φ, ξ〉 = 〈κ, k〉 + 〈ψ, x〉 and 〈Ψ, ξ〉 = 〈κ, k〉.
So 〈ψ, x〉 = 0 for all x ∈ EHm , sine a suitable Ψ exists for any given x. It follows that
ψ = 0 ∈ (EVm)
∗
and so Φ is indeed the zero element over κ. Thus the pairing (16) is
nondegenerate.
Example 3.2 Let E = TA be the tangent double vetor bundle of an ordinary vetor bundle
(A, q,M) as in [12, 5℄. Regarding TA→ A as the vertial struture we have, in the notation
of [12℄, double vetor bundles
E∗V = T ∗A −−−−−−−−→ A∗
y
y
A −−−−−−−−→ M
and
E∗H = T •A −−−−−−−−→ TM
y
y
A∗ −−−−−−−−→ M
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Reall also from [12, 5℄ the anonial isomorphisms R:T ∗(A∗)→ T ∗(A) and I:T (A∗)→ T •A.
This R is an isomorphism of double vetor bundles over A and A∗, and an antisympletomor-
phism, and I is an isomorphism of double vetor bundles over A and TM . Using R and I the
pairing of T ∗(A) and T •A whih E indues an be transported to a pairing of T ∗(A∗) and
T (A∗) and is then
〈F ,X〉 = 〈I(X ), ξ〉 − 〈R(F), ξ〉,
where F ∈ T ∗(A∗), X ∈ T (A∗), and ξ ∈ TA has a suitable form. Now 〈I(X ), ξ〉 is preisely
the tangent pairing 〈〈X , ξ〉〉 of T (A∗) and TA over TM , as in [12, 5.3℄. And the denition of
R in [12, (38)℄ is
〈F ,X〉 + 〈R(F), ξ〉 = 〈〈X , ξ〉〉 (17)
where the rst term is the standard pairing of T ∗(A∗) and T (A∗). It follows that the pairing
of T ∗(A∗) and T (A∗) indued by E is preisely the standard one.
Example 3.3 Continuing the preeding example, now take E = T ∗A, the double otangent
bundle. The two duals are
E∗V = TA −−−−−−−−→ TM
y
y
A −−−−−−−−→ M
and
E∗H = (T ∗A)• −−−−−−−−→ A∗
y
y
TM −−−−−−−−→ M
where (T ∗A)• denotes the dual taken with respet to the struture over A∗. To represent this
in more familiar terms, take the dual ofR−1:T ∗A→ T ∗(A∗) with respet to the strutures over
A∗. Realling that R indues −id:T ∗M → T ∗M on the ores, and using 1.1, it follows that
(R−1)∗:T (A∗)→ (T ∗A)• sends elements of the form (X ;ϕ,−x;m) to ((R−1)∗(X );ϕ, x;m).
Transporting the pairing indued by E = T ∗A to a pairing of TA → TM and T (A∗) →
TM , we take elements (ξ;X,x;m) of TA and (X ;ϕ,−x;m) of T (A∗) and get, for (Φ;X,ϕ;m)
in T ∗A,
〈ξ,X〉 = 〈(R−1)∗(X ),Φ〉 − 〈ξ,Φ〉 = 〈R−1(Φ),X〉 − 〈Φ, ξ〉 = 〈〈X ,−ξ〉〉 − 〈Φ,−ξ〉 − 〈Φ, ξ〉,
where we applied (17) with ξ replaed by its usual negative (−ξ;X,−x;m). Thus the pairing
indued by E between TA and T (A∗) over TM is
〈ξ,X〉 = 〈〈X ,−ξ〉〉,
the sign being an essential feature.
Example 3.4 Let A,B and K be any three vetor bundles on M . The manifold E =
A⊕B⊕K may be regarded as the pullbak of A⊕K to B and as the pullbak of B⊕K to A,
and with these strutures is a double vetor bundle over M with ore K. Let Φ = X ⊕ψ⊕ κ
be an element of E∗V = A ⊕ B∗ ⊕K∗ and let Ψ = ϕ ⊕ x ⊕ κ be an element of E∗H . Then
taking any ξ = X ⊕ x⊕ k ∈ E, we nd that
〈Φ,Ψ〉 = 〈ϕ,X〉 − 〈ψ, x〉.
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Although we have proved that E∗V and E∗H are dual as vetor bundles over K∗, we have
not yet onsidered the relationships between the other strutures present. This is taken are
of by the following result, whose proof is straightforward.
Proposition 3.5 Let (D;A,DV ;M) and (E;A,EV ;M) be double vetor bundles with DH =
EH = A and with ores K and L respetively. Suppose given a nondegenerate pairing 〈 , 〉 of
the vertial bundles D → A and E → A suh that
(i). for all x ∈ DV , ℓ ∈ L, 〈0˜Hx , ℓ〉 = 〈x, ℓ〉, a nondegenerate pairing of D
V
and L over M ;
(ii). for all k ∈ K, y ∈ EV , 〈k, 0˜Hy 〉 = 〈k, y〉, a nondegenerate pairing of K and E
V
over M ;
(iii). for all k ∈ K, ℓ ∈ L, 〈k, ℓ〉 = 0;
(iv). for all d1, d2 ∈ D, ξ1, ξ2 ∈ E suh that q˜
D
H(d1) = q˜
D
H(d2), q˜
E
H(ξ1) = q˜
E
H(ξ2), q˜
D
V (d1) =
q˜EV (ξ1), q˜
D
V (d2) = q˜
E
V (ξ2), we have 〈d1 +H d2, ξ1
+
H
ξ2〉 = 〈d1, ξ1〉+ 〈d2, ξ2〉;
(v). for all d ∈ D, ξ ∈ E suh that q˜DV (d) = q˜
E
V (ξ) and all t ∈ R, we have 〈t
.
H
d, t .
H
ξ〉 =
t〈d, ξ〉.
(In all the above onditions we assume the various elements lie in ompatible bres over M .)
Then the map F :D → E∗V , (F (d))(ξ) = 〈d, ξ〉 is an isomorphism of double vetor bundles,
with respet to id:A → A and the isomorphisms DV → L∗ and K → (EV )∗ indued by the
pairings in (i) and (ii).
Applying this result to the pairing (16) of E∗V and E∗H , we nd that the indued pairing
of EH and (EH)∗ is the standard one, but that of (EV )∗ and EV is the negative of the
standard pairing. Hene there is an unavoidable sign in the following result.
Corollary 3.6 The pairing (16) indues an isomorphism of double vetor bundles from
(E∗V ;K∗, EH ;M) to ((E∗H )∗V ;K∗, EH ;M) whih is the identity on the side bundles K∗ and
EH , but −id on the ores (EV )∗.
Now onsider a VB-groupoid (Ω;G,A;M) as in (1), and the double vetor bundle
(AΩ;AG,A;M) obtained by applying the Lie funtor to the two groupoid strutures (see [10,
1℄). All the preeding results may of ourse be applied to AΩ, but in this ase more is true.
Denote the vertial dual of (AΩ;AG,A;M) by (A•Ω;AG,K∗;M).
Proposition 3.7 The double vetor bundles (A•Ω;AG,K∗;M) and (A(Ω∗);AG,K∗;M) are
isomorphi, where A(Ω∗) is the VB-groupoid assoiated to (Ω∗;G,K∗;M).
Proof. The anonial pairing between Ω and Ω∗ over G is a Lie groupoid morphism Ω×
G
Ω∗ →
R where Ω ×
G
Ω∗−→− A ×
M
K∗ is the pullbak groupoid of q˜ and q˜∗. Applying the Lie funtor
we get a pairing
〈〈 , 〉〉 = A(〈 , 〉):AΩ ×
AG
A(Ω∗)→ R
whih satises (iv) and (v) of 3.5 beause 〈〈 , 〉〉 is itself a vetor bundle morphism. To prove
(i) of 3.5, take X ∈ Am and ϕ ∈ A
∗
m and write
0˜X =
d
dt
1˜X
∣∣∣∣
0
, ϕ =
d
dt
(tϕ)
∣∣∣∣
0
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where the tϕ is itself a ore element in Ω∗. Then
〈〈0˜X , ϕ〉〉 =
d
dt
〈1˜X , tϕ〉
∣∣∣∣
0
= 〈ϕ,X〉
whih proves (i). Likewise, 〈〈k, 0˜
(∗)
κ 〉〉 = 〈κ, k〉 for k ∈ Km, κ ∈ K
∗
m. The proof of (iii) is
similar.
To show that 〈〈 , 〉〉 is nondegenerate, take (Ξ;x,X;m) in AΩ and assume that 〈〈X ,Ξ〉〉 = 0
for all (X ;x, κ;m) in A(Ω∗). We rst prove that X = 0. Take any ϕ ∈ A∗m and dene
X =
d
dt
(0˜(∗)gt (tϕ)
−1)
∣∣∣∣
0
where x = d
dt
gt
∣∣
0
and 0˜
(∗)
gt is the zero of Ω
∗
above gt. Using (3) and (4) we get
〈0˜(∗)gt (tϕ)
−1, ξt1˜X〉 = 〈0˜
(∗)
gt
, ξt〉+ 〈(tϕ)
−1, 1˜X〉 = 0− t〈ϕ,X〉
where Ξ = d
dt
ξt
∣∣
0
. Hene 〈〈X ,Ξ〉〉 = −〈ϕ,X〉. Sine ϕ was arbitrary, we have X = 0 and so
Ξ = A(0˜)(x) +
H
k for some k ∈ Km. Now take any κ ∈ K
∗
m and some (X ;x, κ;m) in A(Ω
∗).
Expanding 〈〈A(0˜)(x) +
H
k,X +
H
0˜κ〉〉 by (iv) of 3.5 we get 〈〈X ,Ξ〉〉 = 〈κ, k〉 and so k = 0. Thus
Ξ is the zero of AΩ→ AG over x.
This of ourse extends the pairing of ATG and AT ∗G given in [13, 5℄. Likewise extending
the notation of [12, 5.3℄ we dene IΩ:A(Ω
∗) → A•Ω by 〈IΩ(X ),Ξ〉 = 〈〈X ,Ξ〉〉, where X ∈
A(Ω∗), Ξ ∈ AΩ.
Now onsider A(Ω∗) together with the horizontal dual of AΩ, namely (A∗Ω;K∗, A;M).
We dene a pairing denoted ‡ , ‡ between A(Ω∗) and A∗Ω over base K∗ by
‡X ,Ψ‡ = 〈〈X ,Ξ〉〉 − 〈Ψ,Ξ〉A. (18)
Here X ∈ A(Ω∗) is to have the form (X ;X,κ;m) and Ψ ∈ A∗Ω is to have the form (Ψ;κ, x;m);
the element Ξ ∈ AΩ must then have the form (Ξ;X,x;m). The pairing 〈 , 〉A is the standard
duality between A∗Ω and AΩ. Using the method of 3.1 and the properties of 〈〈 , 〉〉, one proves
that ‡ , ‡ is nondegenerate and that for ϕ ∈ A∗, x ∈ A,ψ ∈ A∗G,X ∈ AG,
‡ϕ, 0˜(∗)x ‡ = 〈ϕ, x〉 and ‡A(0˜
(∗))(X), ψ‡ = −〈ψ,X〉.
Now dene R = RgpdΩ :A
∗Ω∗ → A∗Ω by
‡X , R(F)‡ = 〈X ,F〉,
where X ∈ AΩ∗, F ∈ A∗Ω∗ and where the RHS is the standard pairing over K∗. Thus we
have 〈X ,F〉 = 〈〈X ,Ξ〉〉 − 〈R(F),Ξ〉A, similarly to (17). The rst part of the next result now
follows from using 3.5 (despite the apparent inonsisteny of signs).
Proposition 3.8 (i). The map R
gpd
Ω :A
∗Ω∗ → A∗Ω is an isomorphism of double vetor
bundles over K∗ and A with ore map −id:A∗G→ A∗G.
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(ii). The map RvbΩ :T
∗Ω∗ → T ∗Ω, dened as in [12, 5.5℄ in terms of the vetor bundle struture
of Ω, is a groupoid isomorphism over RgpdΩ .
As in [12, 5.5℄, one may prove that Rgpd is antiPoisson with respet to the duals of the
Lie algebroid strutures. Rgpd is also given by
Rgpd = (I‡ ◦ ε)−1, (19)
where I‡ is the dual of IΩ over K
∗
and ε:A∗Ω → (A•Ω)‡ is indued, by the method of 3.6,
using the opposite of the pairing (16) applied to (AΩ;AG,A;M). This shows that, in a sense,
R
gpd
Ω and (the inverse of) IΩ are duals.
We an now desribe the duality in 2.12. Consider a double Lie groupoid (S;H,V ;M).
Applying the Lie funtor to eah of the LA-groupoids in Figure 2, we obtain Lie algebroids
A2S = A(AV S) → AV and A2S = A(AHS) → AH, and both A
2S and A2S have double
vetor bundle strutures with sides AH and AV and ore AC. The anonial involution in the
iterated tangent bundle T 2S restrits to an isomorphism j = jS :A
2S → A2S whih preserves
AH,AV and AC. See [10, 2℄.
We begin by giving simple alternative formulas for the prolonged pairings. Dene
j′
V
= I−1V ◦ j
∗V :A∗(AHS)→ A(A
∗
V S), j
′H = j∗H ◦ IH :A(A
∗
HS)→ A
∗(AV S), (20)
where for example IV refers to the VB-groupoid AV S and j
∗V
is the dual of j over AH.
(Although the roles ofH and V in a general double groupoid are interhangeable, the denition
of j imposes a lak of symmetry.) Then the following are easily proved:
〈〈X ,Ξ〉〉AH = 〈(j
′V )−1(X ), j(Ξ)〉, 〈〈Y,Φ〉〉AV = 〈j
′H(Y), j−1(Φ)〉, (21)
where X ∈ A(A∗V S), Ξ ∈ A
2S are in the same bre over AH and Y ∈ A(A∗HS), Φ ∈ A2S are
in the same bre over AV .
Using similar tehniques and (19), we an now prove the following, whih extends Theo-
rem 7.3 of [12℄. Denote R
gpd
AHS
by RH .
Proposition 3.9 Let (S;H,V ;M) be a double Lie groupoid. Then the duality isomorphisms
DH = DA∗
V
S :A
∗(A∗HS) → A(A
∗
V S) and DV = DA∗HS :A
∗(A∗V S) → A(A
∗
HS) obtained by
applying Theorem 2.9 to S = T ∗S, are given by
DH = j
′V ◦RH , DV = (j
′H)−1 ◦RV .
Using these isomorphisms, all the usual apparatus available for the Lie algebroid of a Lie
groupoid an be applied to the duals.
In the ase S = M4, the maps j′H and (j′V )−1 are the map α:TT ∗M → T ∗TM of
Tulzyjew [15℄, and DH and DV are the map indued by the standard sympleti struture
on T ∗M .
We an nally show that the duality between Lie algebroids and vetor bundles with a
linear Poisson struture [4℄ extends to a duality between LA-groupoids and strutures whih
we will all PVB-groupoids.
Denition 3.10 A PVB-groupoid is a VB-groupoid (Υ;G,E;M) together with a Poisson
struture on Υ with respet to whih Υ−→− E is a Poisson groupoid and Υ→ G is a Poisson
vetor bundle.
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Denote the ore of Υ by L. There are now three double strutures on T ∗Υ. It is a double
vetor bundle (T ∗Υ;Υ,Υ∗;G), a VB-groupoid (T ∗Υ;Υ, A∗Υ;E) and, using RvbΥ and R
gpd
Υ , a
VB-groupoid (T ∗Υ;Υ∗, A∗Υ;L∗). These t together into a triple struture as in Figure 5(a).
We may apply 2.3 to the top fae using the anhors a˜∗:A
∗Υ → TE and ρ: Υ∗ → TG and
T ∗Υ −−−→−−− A∗Υ
y
y
Υ −−−→−−− E
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙✇
Υ∗ −−−→−−− L∗
y
y
G −−−→−−− M
(a)
TΥ −−−→−−− TE
y
y
Υ −−−→−−− E
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙❙✇
❙
❙
❙
❙✇
TG −−−→−−− TM
y
y
G −−−→−−− M
(b)
Figure 5:
obtain a map b:L∗ → TM , and it then follows that π# is a morphism of the triple strutures
induing a˜∗, ρ and b as orner maps, with identities elsewhere.
As in 2, the three upper ores have double strutures, namely (T ∗G,A∗G,G;M),
(T ∗E;E,E∗;M) and (T ∗L;L,L∗;M). For the top fae, whih is nonstandard, we regard
the ore as T ∗L, embedded into T ∗Υ via the omposite RvbΥ ◦ c ◦ R
−1
L where c is the ore
embedding of T ∗Υ∗. Eah of these double strutures has ore T ∗M .
The ore maps for two of the upper faes are −a˜∗∗ and −ρ
∗
and we dene the ore of the
top faes to be π
#
L :T
∗L→ TL, giving a Poisson struture on L. This is a morphism of double
vetor bundles over idL and b and the Poisson struture is thus linear. We denote by ∂AG the
ore map E∗ → AG of the front faes; beause π#E = a˜∗ ◦ a˜
∗
must be skewsymmetri, the
ore map of the right faes must be −∂∗AG. Eah of these morphisms of ore double strutures
indues −b∗:T ∗M → L on its ores.
We now have Lie algebroid strutures on Υ∗, E∗ and L∗, with anhors ρ, aG ◦ ∂AG and
b. We laim that with respet to these strutures, Υ∗ is an LA-groupoid. Consider rst
the target map β˜∗: Υ
∗ → L∗. It ommutes with the anhors sine ρ is a groupoid morphism
over b. Consider ξ ∈ ΓGΥ
∗
and the assoiated linear map ℓξ: Υ → R, u 7→ 〈ξ(qu), u〉 where
q = qΥ: Υ → G. Then, from (2), there exists Y ∈ ΓL
∗
suh that β˜∗(ξ(g)) = Y (βg) for all
g ∈ G if and only if there exists Y suh that, for all g ∈ G and ϕ ∈ Lβg,
ℓξ(ϕ0˜g) = 〈Y (βg), ϕ〉. (22)
Lemma 3.11 Equation (22) is equivalent to the ondition that, for all g ∈ G,ϕ ∈ Lβg,
(δℓξ)(ϕ 0˜g) = (δℓY )(ϕ) 0˜ξ(g). (23)
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Proof. The RHS refers to the top fae of Figure 5(a), where the groupoid struture is
transported from T ∗Υ∗−→− A∗Υ∗. Applying (RvbΥ )
−1
and realling how T ∗L is embedded in
the top fae as its ore, this is
[δℓϕ(Y (βg)) − q
∗
L∗(Y (βg), δ〈ϕ, Y 〉)] 0˜ξ(g) (24)
where we extended ϕ to a setion of L and used [12, 6.4℄. As in [12, 6.4℄, the seond term
in [. . .] is the pullbak of δ〈ϕ, Y 〉 along qL∗ to Y (βg) ∈ L
∗. Note that 0˜ξ(g) and the groupoid
multipliation are now in T ∗Υ−→− A∗Υ.
Now, for the otangent VB-groupoid of any Lie groupoid Ω−→− A, an expression ω 0˜ξ for
ω ∈ T ∗A, ξ ∈ Ω, is the pullbak along β of ω to ξ. Hene (24) is the pullbak
β∗Υ∗(δℓϕ(Y (βg))) − q
∗
Υ∗(β
∗
G(δ〈ϕ, Y 〉)),
all at ξ(g), and ondition (23) is that this equals, for all g and ϕ,
(RvbΥ )
−1(δℓξ(ϕ0˜g)) = δℓυ(ξ(g)) − q
∗
Υ∗(ξ(g), δ〈υ, ξ〉) (25)
where we regard ϕ0˜g as the value at g of the pullbak setion υ ∈ ΓGΥ given by υ(g
′) =
ϕ(βg′)0˜g′ . Now using (22), we have 〈υ, ξ〉(g) = 〈Y, ϕ〉(βg), and so the two seond terms of
(24) and (25) are equal. Likewise the two rst terms are equal.
The onverse is proved using the same tehniques.
Any ξ ∈ ΓGΥ
∗
indues the vetor eld Hξ = π
#(δℓξ) on Υ (see [13, 6℄ for example).
Sine π# is a morphism of the triple strutures, a ξ whih satises (23) will indue Hξ suh
that
Hξ(ϕ0˜g) = HY (ϕ)0˜x(g) (26)
where x is the anhor vetor eld on G for ξ.
Now if ξ1 is a seond suh setion, with projetion Y1, we have
ℓ[ξ,ξ1] = {ℓξ, ℓξ1} = 〈δℓξ1 ,Hξ〉
and it follows from the diagram and (7), (23), (26) that
ℓ[ξ,ξ1](ϕ0˜g) = 〈δℓY1(ϕ)0˜ξ1(g),HY (ϕ)0˜x(g)〉 = 〈δℓY1(ϕ),HY (ϕ)〉+ 0 = 〈[Y, Y1](βg), ϕ〉
as desired. This proves that the target of Υ∗ is a Lie algebroid morphism [5℄. The proof for
the soure is similar.
To prove that the groupoid multipliation Υ∗ ∗ Υ∗ → Υ∗ is a Lie algebroid morphism, it
is suient to prove that the braket of morphi setions is morphi.
Lemma 3.12 ξ ∈ ΓGΥ
∗
is a morphism over some X ∈ ΓL∗ if and only if ℓξ: Υ → R is a
morphism; that is, if and only if
〈ξ(hg), vu〉 = 〈ξ(h), v〉 + 〈ξ(g), u〉 (27)
for all ompatible v, u ∈ Υ, where h = qΥ∗(v), g = qΥ∗(u).
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Proof. The diret statement is immediate. Assume that (27) holds. For any m ∈ M , we
know that ξ(1m) = 1˜X + k for some X ∈ L
∗
m, k ∈ E
∗
m. Taking any e ∈ Em, put v = u = 1˜e.
Then, using (4),
〈e, k〉 = 〈1˜X + k, 1˜e〉 = 0
so k = 0. We an therefore dene X ∈ ΓL∗ by ξ(1m) = 1˜X(m).
Next put v = ϕ and u = 0˜g where ϕ ∈ Lm and βg = m. Using (5) we have
〈ξ(g), ϕ 0˜g〉 = 〈1˜X(m), ϕ〉+ 0 = 〈ϕ,X(m)〉
and this shows that βΥ∗(ξ(g)) = X(βg). Similarly, ξ projets toX under αΥ∗ . That ξ preserves
the multipliations follows quikly.
For ξ ∈ ΓGΥ
∗
a morphism over X ∈ ΓL∗ we an now apply the Lie funtor to ℓξ and get
A(ℓξ):AΥ → R whih in turn indues a setion of A
∗Υ→ E whih we denote ξ0. (Compare
[13, 5℄.) The proof of the following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 3.13 If ξ ∈ ΓGΥ
∗
is a morphism over X ∈ ΓL∗, the 1form δℓξ: Υ → T
∗Υ is a
morphism over ξ0.
It follows that Hξ = π
#(δℓξ) is a morphi vetor eld on Υ over a˜∗ ◦ ξ on E. If now η is
another morphi setion of Υ∗, over Y ∈ ΓL∗, it follows that ℓ[ξ,η] = 〈δℓη ,Hξ〉: Υ → R is a
morphism.
This ompletes the proof of the rst half of the following result. The onverse is proved
using an adaptation of the above tehniques.
Theorem 3.14 Given a PVB-groupoid (Υ;G,E;M) with ore L as above, the dual VB-
groupoid (Υ∗;G,L∗;M) is an LA-groupoid with ore E∗.
Conversely, if (Ω;G,A;M) is an LA-groupoid with ore K, the dual VB-groupoid
(Ω∗;G,K∗;M) is a PVB-groupoid with ore A∗.
Example 3.15 For any Poisson groupoid G−→− P , the tangent groupoid (TG;G,TP ;P ) is
a PVB-groupoid and indues on its ore AG the Poisson struture dual to A∗G. (Use [12,
7.3℄.) Thus its dual (T ∗G;G,A∗G;P ) is the LA-groupoid used in [13℄ and [10℄.
We an nally prove Theorem 2.4. Reall from [17, 4.15℄ that if ϕ:G→ G′ is a morphism
of Poisson groupoids then A(ϕ):AG → AG′ is a Poisson map with respet to the Poisson
strutures dual to the Lie algebroid strutures on A∗G and A∗G′.
It follows that if (S;H,V;P ) is a Poisson double groupoid, then its LA-groupoid
(AV S,H, AV;P ) is a PVB-groupoid and so, by 3.14, its dual (A
∗
V S;H, A
∗C;P ) is an LA-
groupoid.
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